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SECURING A HDCP LINK FROM GRAPHIC PROCESSOR GPU TO VIDEO
DISPLAY

BACKGROUND

Field

5 [0001] The present embodiments relate to driving displays from a computer system.

More specifically, the present embodiments relate to techniques for securing protected 

video content during video playback on the computer system.

Related Art

[0002] Interactions between a user and a computer system may be facilitated by

10 connecting external displays to the computer system. For example, a laptop computer

may include a standardized video interface such as Digital Visual Interface (DVI) or 

High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) that allows the laptop computer to be 

connected to displays with different resolutions, dimensions, pixel densities, and/or 

color profiles. In turn, the connection of an external display to the laptop computer

15 may allow a user of the laptop computer to increase the amount of screen space

available for viewing documents, media files (e.g., video, images, etc.), and/or 

graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for applications on the laptop computer.

[0003] Unfortunately, the driving of an external display from a computer system may 

be associated with a number of security vulnerabilities. In particular, video data used 

20 to drive the external display may be subject to eavesdropping as the video data is sent

over a video interface to the external display. To protect the video data from 

eavesdropping, a protection mechanism such as High-bandwidth Digital Content 

Protection (HDCP) may be used to encrypt the video data before the video data is 

transmitted to the external display. However, an eavesdropper may bypass the 

25 protection mechanism by exploiting vulnerabilities in untrusted software on the

computer system and/or lapses in the encryption of the video data.

[0004] Hence, what is needed is a mechanism for enforcing the protection of video 

data during the driving of an external display using the video data.
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[0004A] Reference to any prior art in the specification is not an

acknowledgment or suggestion that this prior art forms part of the common general

knowledge in any jurisdiction or that this prior art could reasonably be expected to be

understood, regarded as relevant, and/or combined with other pieces of prior art by a

5 skilled person in the art.

SUMMARY

[0004B] In one aspect the present invention provides a method for driving a 

display from a computer system, comprising: storing display content in protected 

memory; determining an operating state of a display pipe that connects the protected 

10 memory to an external display, the display pipe being independent of the display; if

the display pipe is operating in a protected mode, driving, by the display pipe, the 

display content to the display from the protected memory; if the display pipe is 

operating in an unprotected mode: \determining whether the display pipe has been 

operating in the unprotected mode for a period at least equal to a grace period; when 

15 the display pipe has been operating in the unprotected mode for a period less than the

grace period, driving, by the display pipe, the display content to the display from the 

protected memory; when the display pipe has been operating in unprotected mode for 

a period longer than the grace period, preventing driving of the display content to the 

display from the protected memory.

20 [0004C] In a second aspect the present invention provides a method for driving

a display from a computer system, comprising: storing display content in protected 

memory; determining an operating state of a display pipe that connects the protected 

memory to an external display; if the operating state indicates the display pipe is 

driving an allowed display type, driving, by the display pipe, the display content to the 

25 display from the protected memory; if the display pipe is operating in a protected

mode, driving, by the display pipe, the display content to the display from the 

protected memory; if the display pipe is operating in an unprotected mode, preventing 

driving of the display content to the display from the protected memory.

[0004D] In a third aspect the present invention provides a system for driving an 

30 external display from a computer system, comprising: a graphics-processing unit
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(GPU) configured to write display content to protected memory; a processor

configured to determine whether a display pipe is operating in a protected mode; and

the display pipe connected to the external display, the display pipe configured to: if the

display pipe is operating in a protected mode, drive the graphical output to the display

5 from the protected memory; if the display pipe is operating in an unprotected mode, if

the display pipe is actively transmitting data to the display: determine whether the 

display pipe has been operating in the unprotected mode for a period at least equal to a 

grace period; when the display pipe has been operating in the unprotected mode for a 

period less than the grace period, drive, by the display pipe, the display content to the

10 display from the protected memory; when the display pipe has been operating in

unprotected mode for a period longer than the grace period, prevent driving of the 

display content to the display from the protected memory.

[0004E] In a fourth aspect the present invention provides a non-transitory 

computer-readable storage medium storing instructions that when executed by a

15 computer cause the computer to perform a method for driving a display from a

computer system, the method comprising: storing display content in protected 

memory; determining an operating state of a display pipe that connects the protected 

memory to an external display; if the display pipe is operating in a protected mode, 

driving, by the display pipe, the display content to the display from the protected

20 memory; if the display pipe is operating in an unprotected mode: determining whether

the display pipe has been operating in the unprotected mode for a period at least equal 

to a grace period; when the display pipe has been operating in the unprotected mode 

for a period less than the grace period, driving, by the display pipe, the display content 

to the display from the protected memory; when the display pipe has been operating in

25 unprotected mode for a period longer than the grace period, preventing driving of the

display content to the display from the protected memory.

[0005] The disclosed embodiments provide a system that drives a display from a 

computer system. During operation, the system writes graphical output to protected 

memory and drives the display from the protected memory. If the graphical output

30 lacks protection, the system discontinues the driving of the display from the protected

memory. In particular, upon detecting a lack of protection in the graphical output, the
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system continues to drive the display from the protected memory during a grace period

associated with the lack of protection in the graphical output. The system then

discontinues driving of the display from the protected memory if protection of the

graphical output does not resume during the grace period. Note that the length of the

5 grace period can be configurable and/or grace periods can be disabled, for example by

using a fuse or a secure microprocessor. (Moreover, the terms “graphical output” and 

“display link” are used interchangeably through this specification and the appended 

claims. For example, this disclosure talks about protecting the “graphical output” or 

“display link” through some type of encryption. Also note that the terms “display

10 link” and “graphical output” as used in this disclosure and appended claims are meant

to encompass both traditional display transmitters, such as DisplayPort or HDMI, and 

also to cover wireless standards, for example where HDCP 2.x content is encrypted by 

a GPU and is written to memory a for subsequent transmission by a radio device.)

[0006] In some embodiments, the system continues driving the display from the

15 protected memory independently of the protection of the graphical output if the

display corresponds to an allowed unprotected display type (e.g., an internal display).

[0007] In some embodiments, the grace period corresponds to at least one of a period 

of time, a number of frames, and/or a number of symbols. (Note that in some cases, 

there may be no grace period. Moreover, the grace period may change for different 

20 scenarios. For example, the grace period for “turning on” may differ from the grace

period for “losing HDCP”.)

[0008] In some embodiments, discontinuing the driving of the display from the 

protected memory involves at least one of:

(i) driving the display using substitute graphical output;

25 (ii) driving the display using the graphical output at a lower resolution; and

(iii) driving a different display using the graphical output
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[0009] In some embodiments, the substitute graphical output is at least one of a gray

area and a message.

[0010] In some embodiments, the protection includes encryption of the graphical 

output. (In other embodiments, the system can use different forms of access control.)

[0010A] As used herein, except where the context requires otherwise the term 

"comprise" and variations of the term, such as "comprising", "comprises" and 

"comprised", are not intended to exclude other features, components, integers or steps.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0011] FIG. 1 shows a computer system in accordance with the disclosed 

embodiments.

[0012] FIG. 2 shows a system for driving a display from a computer system in 

accordance with the disclosed embodiments.

[0013] FIG. 3 shows a display pipe in accordance with the disclosed embodiments.

[0014] FIG. 4 shows a flowchart illustrating the process of driving a display from a 

computer system in accordance with the disclosed embodiments.

[0015] In the figures, like reference numerals refer to the same figure elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] The following description is presented to enable any person skilled in the art to 

make and use the embodiments, and is provided in the context of a particular 

application and its requirements. Various modifications to the disclosed embodiments 

will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the general principles defined 

herein may be applied to other embodiments and applications without departing from 

the spirit and scope of the present disclosure. Thus, the present invention is not 

limited to the embodiments shown, but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent 

with the principles and features disclosed herein.

4A
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[0017] The data structures and code described in this detailed description 

are typically stored on a computer-readable storage medium, which may be any 

device or medium that can store code and/or data for use by a computer system. 

The computer-readable storage medium includes, but is not limited to, volatile

5 memory, non-volatile memory, magnetic and optical storage devices such as disk 

drives, magnetic tape, CDs (compact discs), DVDs (digital versatile discs or 

digital video discs), or other media capable of storing code and/or data now 

known or later developed.

[0018] The methods and processes described in the detailed description

10 section can be embodied as code and/or data, which can be stored in a computer- 

readable storage medium as described above. When a computer system reads and 

executes the code and/or data stored on the computer-readable storage medium, 

the computer system performs the methods and processes embodied as data 

structures and code and stored within the computer-readable storage medium.

15 [0019] Furthermore, methods and processes described herein can be

included in hardware modules or apparatus. These modules or apparatus may 

include, but are not limited to, an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 

chip, a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), a dedicated or shared processor 

that executes a particular software module or a piece of code at a particular time, 

20 and/or other programmable-logic devices now known or later developed. When 

the hardware modules or apparatus are activated, they perform the methods and 

processes included within them.

[0020] The disclosed embodiments provide a method and system for 

driving a display from a computer system. The computer system may correspond 

25 to a laptop computer, personal computer, workstation, and/or portable electronic 

device. The display may be a cathode ray tube (CRT) display, liquid crystal 

display (LCD), plasma display, organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display,
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surface-conducting electron-emitter display (SED), and/or other type of electronic

display.

[0021] More specifically, the disclosed embodiments provide a method 

and system for securing graphical output used to drive the display, such as 

graphical output generated from a copyrighted video file. The graphical output 

may be written to protected memory, and the display may be driven from the 

protected memory. A protection mechanism such as High-bandwidth Digital 

Content Protection (HDCP) may additionally be used to encrypt the graphical 

output prior to driving the display from the protected memory.

[0022] To prevent unauthorized copying of the graphical output, driving 

of the display from the protected memory may be discontinued if the graphical 

output lacks protection. In particular, upon detecting a lack of protection in the 

graphical output, a grace period associated with the lack of protection may be 

initiated, and the display may continue to be driven from the protected memory 

during the grace period. During the grace period, protection of the graphical 

output may be re-established, or the graphical output may be replaced with 

unprotected graphical output to avert a disruption in the display of the graphical 

output. If protection of the graphical output does not resume during the grace 

period, driving of the display from the protected memory may be discontinued. 

Instead, the display may be driven using substitute graphical output and/or the 

same graphical output at a lower resolution, or the graphical output may be used 

to drive a different display.

[0023] In some embodiments, the policy used to determine the grace 

period satisfies the most strict policy for a plurality of content providers for a 

given display. For example, an application for displaying bank records might 

require that no grace period be allowed on wireless displays, but a DVD player 

might allow more generous grace period. The hardware can generally enforce the 

6
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most restrictive policy for a give display based only on whether memory was 

protected or could track and enforce at a finer grain. For example, different 

policies based could relate to different memory encryption keys (where each 

grace period policy of a hierarchy of policies has its own key). A given graphics 

operation would write its output using a key associated with the most restrictive 

key used for one of its inputs. Thus, a multi-key memory protection system 

would allow the display pipe to enforce that the policy indicated by the key for its 

memory.

[0024] FIG. 1 shows a computer system 100 in accordance with the 

disclosed embodiments. Computer system 100 may correspond to a personal 

computer, laptop computer, portable electronic device, workstation, and/or other 

electronic device capable of driving multiple displays 120-122. As shown in 

FIG. 1, computer system 100 includes a processor 102 that is coupled through a 

bridge chip 104 to a memory subsystem 106 containing semiconductor memory. 

Processor 102 may also communicate with a storage device 112 containing non

volatile storage through a peripheral bus 108 coupled to bridge chip 104. For 

example, storage device 112 may be a disk drive containing non-volatile magnetic 

storage.

[0025] In addition, processor 102 may communicate with displays 120

122 using a display card 114. More specifically, processor 102 is coupled to 

display card 114 through bridge chip 104. Display card 114 includes a graphics

processing unit (GPU) 110 that performs various graphical processing operations 

to produce video frames in one or more frame buffers located in video memory 

116. The video frames may then be used to produce video streams that drive 

displays 120-122. For example, the video streams may be transmitted over a 

standardized video interface, such as a Digital Visual Interface (DVI), a High- 

Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) or a wireless link, to drive an external 

7
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wired or wireless display (e.g., cathode ray tube (CRT) display, liquid crystal 

display (LCD), plasma display, organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display, 

surface-conducting electron-emitter display (SED), etc.) connected to computer 

system 100.

5 [0026] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that graphical output (e.g.,

video streams) generated by GPU 110 may be copied by an eavesdropper as the 

graphical output is sent across a video interface to an external display. To prevent 

copying of graphical output generated from protected (e.g., copyrighted) video 

content such as motion pictures, the graphical output may be encrypted using a

10 protection mechanism such as High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection 

(HDCP). In general, protected content can include any content that the user or 

owner does not want to be sent in the clear. For example, a user’s 100-year-old 

non-copyrighted manuscripts could be protected content. Also, protected content 

might also include information that is simply private. Moreover, it may be

15 desirable to enforce different grace period policies for different types of content 

even on the same machine/display. For example, the grace period might be 

enforced as the shortest/strictest grace period of any given piece of protected 

content.

[0027] However, the eavesdropper may bypass the protection mechanism 

20 by exploiting glitches in the protection mechanism and/or vulnerabilities in 

untrusted software used to generate and/or display the graphical output. For 

example, many content providers do not require a protection mechanism such as 

HDCP to be engaged when playing on an internal display and, as a result, an 

eavesdropper may use an insecure application-programming interface (API) with 

25 computer system 100 to report that a window containing protected video content 

is on an internal (e.g., built-in) display while the window is actually located on an 

8
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external display. The eavesdropper may then copy the video content while the 

video content is sent, unencrypted, over a video interface to the external display.

[0028] In one or more embodiments, computer system 100 includes 

functionality to increase the security of protected video content during playback

5 of the video content on an external display. As shown in FIG. 2, a video player 

200 may communicate with GPU 110 to enable the rendering and/or display of 

graphical output from the protected video content. For example, video player 200 

may negotiate a secure session with GPU 110 and/or another H.264 video decoder 

to decode compressed video content from a file and/or optical disc into a series of

10 frames of graphical output. During the session negotiation, video player 200 may 

require that the frames be written to protected memory 202 (e.g., in video 

memory 116), to which access may be restricted through an encryption 

mechanism and/or access control.

[0029] Once the session is established, GPU 110 may generate the

15 graphical output from the video content and write the graphical output to 

protected memory 202. To drive an external display 206 with the graphical 

output, a display pipe 204 coupled to display 206 (e.g., via a video interface) may 

pull the graphical output from protected memory 202 at the refresh rate of 

external display 206. (Although note that for self-refresh panels (and the like) the

20 GPU may pull from memory at a different rate than the panel refresh rate.) As 

mentioned above, the graphical output may be encrypted prior to reading by 

display pipe 204 to prevent copying of the graphical output as the graphical 

output is transmitted over a video interface to display 206. After the graphical 

output is received by display 206, the encrypted graphical output may be

25 decrypted before the graphical output is used to update display 206 to enable 

proper viewing of the graphical output on display 206.

9
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[0030] To further facilitate the secure transmission of the graphical output 

to display 206, display pipe 204 may be configured to discontinue driving of the 

external display from the protected memory if the graphical output lacks 

protection (e.g., is not encrypted). As shown in FIG. 3, display pipe 204 may be 

associated with a number of internal parameters, including a protection flag 302, a 

pipe-active flag 304, an internal display flag 306, and a grace period 308. (Note 

that flags might also indicate which type of internal connection, e.g., Embedded 

DisplayPort (eDP) versus Low-Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS).) These 

parameters may be used by display pipe 204 to track and/or manage the driving of 

display 206 from computer system 100.

[0031] First, protection flag 302 may track the protection of the graphical 

output in protected memory 202. For example, protection flag 302 may indicate a 

graphical output is encrypted using HDCP and cleared if the graphical output is 

unencrypted. (For example, protection flag 302 might indicate which level of 

HDCP encryption is used (1.x versus 2.x) or the number of key bits used. Both of 

these pieces of information might be factors in deciding whether content could be 

played.) Next, pipe-active flag 304 may specify the status of display pipe 204. 

For example, pipe-active flag 304 may be set if display pipe 204 is actively 

transmitting to a display and cleared if display pipe 204 is inactive. Similarly, 

internal display flag 306 may identify display 206 as an internal or external 

display. For example, internal display flag 306 may be set if display 206 is an 

internal display (e.g., a built-in display for a laptop computer or portable 

electronic device) and cleared if display 206 is an external display (e.g., 

connected to computer system 100 via a video interface).

[0032] During video playback on video player 200, display pipe 204 may 

use protection flag 302, pipe-active flag 304, and internal display flag 306 to 

continue or discontinue driving display 206 from protected memory 202. First, 

10
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display pipe 204 may be configured to drive display 206 from protected memory 

202 only if protection flag 302 indicates that the graphical output is protected, 

pipe-active flag 304 indicates that display pipe 204 is inactive, and/or internal 

display flag 306 indicates that display 206 is an internal display. For example, 

display pipe 204 may continue driving display 206 from protected memory 202 

independently of the protection of the graphical output if display 206 corresponds 

to an internal display. Alternatively, if GPU 110 never drives an internal display 

and/or drives an internal display that supports protection of graphical output, 

display pipe 204 may disregard internal display flag 306 during the driving of 

display 206. In some embodiments, the system allows internal displays to be used 

without encryption, but this can be disabled by fuses (or other specific 

mechanisms) based on the implementation. Moreover, in some embodiments, 

there is a secure mechanism which allows the upstream content-control system 

(e.g., the player) to know what the system will allow so that the player can 

configure itself appropriately. For example, the player may allow higher 

resolutions to play if later versions of HDCP are supported and can be required by 

the hardware.

[0033] However, if display 206 is an external display and the graphical 

output in protected memory 202 lacks protection (e.g., is unencrypted), display 

pipe 204 may discontinue driving display 206 from protected memory 202 to 

prevent unauthorized copying of the graphical output. More specifically, display 

pipe 204 may initiate a grace period 308 upon detecting a lack of protection in the 

graphical output. Grace period 308 may generally be enforced by a wide range of 

different mechanisms. For example, grace period 308 may be tracked by a timer 

and/or counter that decrements based on the elapsing of a period of time (e.g., a 

number of seconds), a number of frames of graphical output (e.g., transmitted by 

display pipe 204 to display 206), and/or a number of symbols (e.g., transmitted by 
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display pipe 204 to display 206). In addition, the timer and/or counter may be

securely controlled by hardware, a security fuse, microcode, and/or another

secure mechanism associated with display pipe 204.

[0034] Upon initiating grace period 308, display pipe 204 may generate an 

interrupt that notifies GPU 110 and/or video player 200 of grace period 308 

and/or the lack of protection in the graphical output. Alternatively, GPU 110 

and/or video player 200 may obtain the status of the graphical output’s protection 

and/or grace period 308 by periodically polling display pipe 204.

[0035] Furthermore, display pipe 204 may continue driving display 206 

from protected memory 202 during grace period 308 to allow GPU 110 and/or 

video player 200 to recover from the lack of protection. For example, GPU 110 

and/or video player 200 may use grace period 308 to re-establish the protection of 

the graphical output or switch to driving display 206 from unprotected memory. 

If protection of the graphical output resumes during grace period 308, display 

pipe 204 may reset the counter and/or timer associated with grace period 308 and 

continue driving display 206 from protected memory 202. As a result, grace 

period 308 may facilitate the uninterrupted viewing of the graphical output on 

display 206 during glitches and/or downtimes associated with the protection of 

the graphical output. The hardware may also provide counters to limit the grace 

periods before requiring the protected content to be regenerated. The goal here 

would be to prevent an attacker from using the grace period to send content in the 

clear by enabling and disabling HDCP in a pattern that allows all the unprotected 

content to be captured.

[0036] On the other hand, if protection of the graphical output does not 

resume during the grace period, display pipe 204 may discontinue driving display 

206 from protected memory 202. Instead, display pipe 204 may drive display 206 

from unprotected memory and/or a different display from protected memory 202.

12
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For example, display pipe 204 may drive display 206 from unprotected memory 

using the same graphical output at a lower resolution and/or substitute graphical 

output such as a gray area and/or a message describing the lack of protection in 

the graphical output (e.g., “HDCP Off’). Alternatively, display pipe 204 and/or 

5 another display pipe may drive another display from protected memory 202 if 

protection of the graphical output is enabled on the other display and/or if the 

other display corresponds to an internal display.

[0037] By configuring display pipe 204 to control the driving of display

206 from protected memory 202 and/or unprotected memory based on internal

10 parameters (e.g., protection flag 302, pipe-active flag 304, internal display flag 

306), the system of FIG. 2 may circumvent attacks that spoof the state of display 

pipe 204 (e.g., using insecure APIs) to gain access to unprotected graphical output 

transmitted from display pipe 204 to display 206. At the same time, grace period 

308 may allow GPU 110 and/or display pipe 204 to recover from temporary

15 lapses in the protection of graphical output written to protected memory 202 

without interrupting the viewing experience of the graphical output on display 

206. Finally, the driving of display 206 from unprotected memory and/or a 

different display from protected memory 202 if protection of the graphical output 

does not resume during grace period 308 may ensure that protected video content

20 is only available on protected video outputs and that loss of protection is 

gracefully handled and on a per-display basis.

[0038] FIG. 4 presents a flowchart illustrating the process of driving a 

display from a computer system in accordance with the disclosed embodiments. 

In one or more embodiments, one or more of the steps may be omitted, repeated, 

25 and/or performed in a different order. Accordingly, the specific arrangement of 

steps shown in FIG. 4 should not be construed as limiting the scope of the 

embodiments.

13
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[0039] First, graphical output is written to protected memory

(operation 400). Next, the system determines whether the display link is active 

(operation 402). If not, the system does not allow the display pipe to scan out 

from either protected or non-protected memory (operation 422). In general, if the 

display link is inactive, the display link is treated like a protected display link. 

Note that pipeline transition to from off to unprotected may have different grace 

period characteristics than a transition associated with losing display link 

protection. Also note that current systems typically enforce protected memory for 

certain decoder functions. However, other graphics APIs (aside from decoding) 

could be extended to cause graphics output to go to protected memory. Such 

protected memory would also require protection whereupon such content would 

also require a protected link.

[0040] Otherwise, if the display link is active at operation 402, the system 

determines whether the display link is protected (operation 404). If so, the system 

allows the display pipe to scan out from protected memory (operation 422). Note 

that the graphical output, which is generated by the GPU, may be protected by 

encrypting the graphical output (e.g., using HDCP) in the display pipe prior to 

transmitting the graphical output to the display to prevent unauthorized copying 

of the graphical output by an eavesdropper.

[0041] If the display link is not protected at operation 404, the system 

determines whether the display is an unprotected display type (e.g., an internal 

display) as opposed to a protected display type (e.g., an external display) 

(operation 408). If so, the system determines whether unprotected display types 

are allowed (operation 410). If so, the system allows the display pipe to scan out 

from protected memory (operation 422). Otherwise, if unprotected display types 

(e.g., internal displays) are not allowed, the system refuses to allow the display 

pipe to scan out from protected memory (operation 420). For example, some

14
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unprotected display types, such as internal displays, may be not be allowed if

internal displays are disabled, for example, through a fuse, a secure

microcontroller on the system, or a policy.

[0042] If at operation 408, the system determines that the display is not an

5 unprotected display type, the system determines whether a grace period is 

available, wherein the grace period is associated with the lack of protection of the 

graphical output (operation 412). If not, the system refuses to allow the display 

pipe to scan out from protected memory (operation 420).

[0043] Otherwise, if a grace period is available, the system continues to

10 pull from the protected memory during the grace period (operation 414). Note 

that the grace period may, for example, correspond to an elapsed period of time, a 

number of frames, and/or a number of symbols tracked by the display pipe (or 

other similar features).

[0044] Next, the system determines whether protection of the graphical

15 output resumed during the grace period (operation 416). For example, protection 

of the graphical output may resume if the GPU and/or display pipe recover from a 

glitch in the encryption of the graphical output. If protection of the graphical 

output resumed during the grace period, the system allows the display pipe to 

scan out from protected memory (operation 422) until a subsequent lack of

20 protection in the graphical output is detected (operation 406). This entire process 

can be subject to limits enforced by hardware to avoid manipulating the enabling 

and disabling of HDCP to extract content during grace periods.

[0045] If protection of the graphical output does not resume during the 

grace period, the system discontinues the scan out from protected memory

25 (operation 418). As an alternative, the display pipe may pull from unprotected 

memory using a substitute graphical output (e.g., gray area, message) and/or the

15
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same graphical output at a lower resolution, or a different display may be driven

using the graphical output.

[0046] The foregoing descriptions of various embodiments have been 

presented only for purposes of illustration and description. They are not intended 

5 to be exhaustive or to limit the present invention to the forms disclosed.

Accordingly, many modifications and variations will be apparent to practitioners 

skilled in the art. Additionally, the above disclosure is not intended to limit the 

present invention.
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What Is Claimed Is:

1. A method for driving a display from a computer system, comprising: 

storing display content in protected memory;

determining an operating state of a display pipe that connects the protected 

memory to an external display, the display pipe being independent of the display;

if the display pipe is operating in a protected mode, driving, by the display 

pipe, the display content to the display from the protected memory;

if the display pipe is operating in an unprotected mode:

determining whether the display pipe has been operating in the 

unprotected mode for a period at least equal to a grace period;

when the display pipe has been operating in the unprotected mode for a 

period less than the grace period, driving, by the display pipe, the display 

content to the display from the protected memory;

when the display pipe has been operating in unprotected mode for a 

period longer than the grace period, preventing driving of the display content 

to the display from the protected memory.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the grace period corresponds to at least one of 

a period of time, a number of frames, and/or a number of symbols.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein a duration of the grace period is configurable 

and the grace period is disableable.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the grace period satisfies a most strict grace 

period policy of a plurality of content providers for the display content.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the display pipe has been 

operating in unprotected mode for a period longer than the grace period, driving the 

display using a lower resolution replica of the display content.
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6. The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the display pipe has been 

operating in unprotected mode for a period longer than the grace period, driving the 

display using grey content.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the driving of the display from the protected 

memory without graphics output protection can be selectively disabled.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the protected mode comprises transmission of 

encrypted display content.

9. A method for driving a display from a computer system, comprising: 

Storilng display content in protected memory;

determining an operating state of a display pipe that connects the protected 

memory to an external display;

if the operating state indicates the display pipe is driving an allowed display 

type, driving, by the display pipe, the display content to the display from the protected 

memory;

if the display pipe is operating in a protected mode, driving, by the display 

pipe, the display content to the display from the protected memory;

if the display pipe is operating in an unprotected mode, preventing driving of 

the display content to the display from the protected memory.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the driving of the display from the protected 

memory for the allowed display type can be selectively disabled.

11. A system for driving an external display from a computer system, comprising: 

a graphics-processing unit (GPU) configured to write display content to

protected memory;

a processor configured to determine whether a display pipe is operating in a 

protected mode; and
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the display pipe connected to the external display, the display pipe configured

to:

if the display pipe is operating in a protected mode, drive the graphical 

output to the display from the protected memory;

if the display pipe is operating in an unprotected mode, if the display 

pipe is actively transmitting data to the display:

determine whether the display pipe has been operating in the 

unprotected mode for a period at least equal to a grace period;

when the display pipe has been operating in the unprotected 

mode for a period less than the grace period, drive, by the display pipe, 

the display content to the display from the protected memory;

when the display pipe has been operating in unprotected mode 

for a period longer than the grace period, prevent driving of the display 

content to the display from the protected memory.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the display pipe is further configured to 

continue driving the display from the protected memory during a grace period 

associated with a lack of protection in the data actively transmitted by the display pipe.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein a duration of the grace period is configurable 

and the grace period is disableable.

14. The system of claim 12, wherein the grace period corresponds to at least one of 

a period of time, a number of frames, and/or a number of symbols.

15. The system of claim 12, wherein there is a limitation on the number of 

resumptions from a grace period.

16. The system of claim 12, wherein the grace period satisfies a most strict grace 

period policy of a plurality of content providers for the display content.
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17. The system of claim 11, further comprising, when the display pipe has been 

operating in unprotected mode for a period longer than the grace period, driving the 

display using the graphical output at a lower resolution replica of the display content

18. The system of claim 11, further comprising, when the display pipe has been 

operating in unprotected mode for a period longer than the grace period, driving the 

display using grey content.

19. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium storing instructions that 

when executed by a computer cause the computer to perform a method for driving a 

display from a computer system, the method comprising:

storing display content in protected memory;

determining an operating state of a display pipe that connects the protected 

memory to an external display;

if the display pipe is operating in a protected mode, driving, by the display 

pipe, the display content to the display from the protected memory;

if the display pipe is operating in an unprotected mode: 

determining whether the display pipe has been operating in the 

unprotected mode for a period at least equal to a grace period;

when the display pipe has been operating in the unprotected mode for a 

period less than the grace period, driving, by the display pipe, the display 

content to the display from the protected memory;

when the display pipe has been operating in unprotected mode for a 

period longer than the grace period, preventing driving of the display content 

to the display from the protected memory.

20. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 19, the method further 

comprising:

upon detecting a lack of protection in the data actively transmitted by the 

display pipe, continuing to drive the display from the protected memory during a grace
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period associated with the lack of protection in the data actively transmitted by the

display pipe.

21. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 20, wherein the grace period 

corresponds to at least one of a period of time, a number of frames, and/or a number of 

symbols.

22. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 19, further comprising, when 

the display pipe has been operating in unprotected mode for a period longer than the 

grace period, driving the display using the graphical output at a lower resolution.
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